
REACH Cut Planner
is the proven industry standard Cut
Planning tool that uses techniques in
combinatiorial optimization and
decision support to let you save
significant quantities of fabric.

Finding the optimal allocation of plies
and fabric rolls for a given set of style /
colour quantities present a challenge
to the best cut planners.The number
of variables and possible solutions

exceed normal human abilities but not
that of REACH Cut Planner.

<Accurate patterns.
<Accurate grading.
<Tightest markers.
<Feed accurate cut parts to the sewing sections.
<Translates pattern engineering skills into Organizational Knowledge.
<Enables reuse and modi�cation of existing patterns.
<Eliminates / minimizes errors by enabling collaboration between various relevant

workgroups.

Benefits

“We are satis�ed users of REACH CAD package and find that it
compares favorably in all areas of functionality with global
competitors like Lectra,while providing much better value.”

SumirHinduja,Director
Gokaldas Images.

"REACH CAD is working brilliantly for us. Once the buyer has approved the pattern, REACH CAD
grades it perfectly to all the other sizes.
All the mistakes associated with grading a pattern manually have been eradicated. Our pattern
makers now have time to do more things, to develop more styles. It's a great productivity
enhancement tool.”

SunilM.Masand,Managing Partner
Vigosa Exports.

You realize fashion is �ckle. Consumer preferences change
fast and retailers want merchandise faster.

Compress your product development cycle times substantially
REACH-CAD enables you to

You wish your organization could make accurate, well
engineered patterns right the �rst time, all the time.

Then you know, you can thrive in a world where the fast
eats the slow.

REACH-CAD enables you to
protect / increase your Pro�t Margins

You face increasing pricing pressures, you need to protect
your pro�t margins.

You know reducing fabric consumption is critical.

You realize a system that lets you engineer patterns ef�ciently
and nest them together to develop high ef�ciency markers is
competitively imperative.

You realize one can’t visualize layout of patterns for ef�cient
markers by walking up and down a 6 meter table.

You realize that’s possible only on a computer screen and
using software that taps one’s spatial visualization skills.

You realize how large the �nancial savings are.

You wish you could mix and match patterns and patterns,
markers and markers, lines and curves.

REACH-CAD enables you to
Re-Use rather than Re-Invent Knowledge

You realize correcting, editing, deleting patterns account for
a large part of pattern development time.

You wish you didn’t have to re-do a pattern that is only
slightly different from an earlier pattern.

You wish you could send patterns and markers to your
production unit kilometers away in a matter of minutes.

You wish you didn’t have to make a change in the armhole
when the sleeve crown is modi�ed.

Translate Individual Knowledge to Organizational
Knowledge by automating the pattern making/marker
planning process and thereby safeguarding you against
people turnover.

REACH-CAD enables you to

Does your Pattern Maker / Marker Planner go on leave
sometimes? Does this have an impact on order execution
time?

Is there a possibility of his / her leaving the organization
sometime?

Will he/she walk away with the knowledge and skills?

Does your organization have mechanisms to translate
Individual Knowledge to Organizational Knowledge?
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